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acteristic scale and give rise to sets that can be covcrcd by a S h o r t  t i m e  e x p o s u r e  photograph  of burning, three-dimenston 
number N(A) of elements of size A. given hy at surface in a turbulent diffusion flame. Are such turbulent. 
N!A) A - " .  (,) flow-generated, interfacial surfaces fractal? (Photograph c 1991 by Paul E. Dirnotakis) 
Sets whose coverage could bc described in this manner he dubbed 
fractal, with the exponent D identified as thc associated frarral 
dimension. See discussion in Mandelbrol 11977. 19821. &d ref. 
erences therein. 
versus A of the cov&ape law of Eq. ( I  1. ~ ~ u i ; a l e n t i y .  i t  can bc 
computed from the logarithmic derivative 
D = -  d lop N(A) 
d log A 
Strictly speaking. thc dimension D is implicitly defined by Eq. 
(1). or Eq. ( 2 ) .  in the limit of A + 0. This is also thc case for the 
Hausdofl-Besico~,itcA dimensiur~. defined as the c n t ~ c a l  value of 
the exponent D, where the measure 
transitions from zero to infinity. in the limit of A + 0. The 
summation is to be taken over the set Y with a factor ?(Dl that 
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can depend on the elements used to cover the set (see. for ex- 
ample. Feder 11988, p. 141). In the Mandelbrot 1977 and 1982 
discussions. the two quantities are used interchangeably. by con- 
sidering cases, as he says. for which this equivalence can be 
accepted. 
As Mandelbrot notes 11982. pp. 357-3601, the basic mathe- 
matical ideas can be traced to earlier proposals and discussions. 
Equation (2) was essentially used by Pontjagin and Schnirelman 
in the 30s. and the quantity D defined by Eqs. ( I )  and 12) can be 
identified with the Kolmo~orov capaciry (Kolmogorov and 
Tihomirov, 1959). or. as it was subsequently dubbed. the bor- 
counting dimension. There can be no doubt. however. that it was 
Mandelbrot who realized the importance of these ideas. brought 
them to the attention of a community outside that of pure math- 
ematics, and argued that they should be expected to prove appli- 
cable and useful in the description of many physical phenomena. 
A considerable body of research has appeared on the record in 
response to his proposals relating to a spectrum of phenomena too 
numerous to trace. 
In the context of many of the phenomena proposed by Man- 
delbrot to be potentially describable by the fractal power law 
coverage similarity, however. one must require that Eqs. ( I )  and 
(2) hold for A not only strictly positive. but over some nonvan- 
ishing range of scales A ,  i.e.. for 
O < A  m,,, S A S A n m x .  (4) 
This is a necessary assumption if one is to derive many of the 
benefits of this analysis. It will also prove important on another 
score 
Specifically, to return to the basic proposal. it is important to 
note that as regards the description of physical entities in which 
A has units. Eq. ( I )  is nor dimensional!\. correcr; only a dimen- 
sionless group can be equal to a pure number. Of course. one 
could argue that a proportionality constant C is implicit in Eq. 
(I) ,  1.e.. 
N(A) = C K D .  ( 5 )  
Such a constant would be dimensional, however. with units as 
dictated by those of A and the value of D,  i.e.. C = fn(D). In 
using Eq. ( 5 )  as an implicit definition of D, in other words, in 
which D is the independent variable. the "constant" of propor- 
tionality C is not a constant at all and hides important scaling 
information. 
To illustrate the point, consider a set representing a surface in 
a d-dimensional (Euclidean) space. for example, fixed threshold 
crossing of a scalar time trace. or linear image (d = I); isoscalar 
contours of a scalar field. e.g.. c1x.j) = c,,, in a planar image Id 
= 2): or isoscalar surfaces, e.g., c(x,j,:) = c,,, of a scalar field 
in three dimensions Id = 3) .  Consider a volume given by L< in 
each case, where L is the (linear) extent of the space spanned by 
the data. The total number of A-sized elements that can fit in this 
space is given by (LIA)~.: The total coveragc N,,(A) of the set can 
then be expressed as the fraction of the number of A-elements 
covering the set, times the total number of A-elements in the 
d-dimensional (data) space, i.e.. 
The proposal that N,(A) = is then equivalent to a depen- 
dence of the coverage fraction on A ,  i.e.. the probability that a 
A-element covers a portion of the set, given by 
F, ( A )  = A " - ~ " .  (7) 
Since F, ( A )  is a probability and therefore dimensionless. Eq. 7 
requires that A must be scaled by some like-dimensioned quan- 
tity, or characteristic scale. A,. i.e.. 
We can combine this with Eq. 6 to yield what is implicit in thc 
original equation, namely. 
In this expression, the now dimensionless constant F,, is equal to 
the required fraction of set-covering elements of size A = A,,. 
provided, of course. the characteristic scale A, falls within the 
(A ,,., A,,) interval in which Eq. 9 applies. While, in principle, 
the factor F, could be absorbed in a redefined A,, it is useful to 
retain it; the characteristic scale A, might well be definable on 
some other physical basis quite independently of a fit to the 
coverage of the set of interest using Eq. 9. 
+Barring edge effects. whtch. however. can be eliminated in any o f  a number o f  
way-for example. by considering A's that are exact binary rubmulliples o f  
L,  i . e .  An = LIZ" 
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As an aside, it might appear thai Eq. (3). the Hausdorff- 
Besicovitch expression for D, is not subject to the same diffi- 
culty. Strictly speaking, it is dimensionally correct as it stands. 
Nevertheless, one would prefer not to be using a measure that is 
dimensional (with units that depend on the value of D), or to be 
taking the limit with a dimensional A + 0, to determine the 
critical value of D. Instead, one would prefer a measure based on 
a scaled A, e.g.,  A(AIA,; D l ,  with D computed a s  the critical 
exponent in the limit of AIA, - 0.  Again. in other words, there 
is a need for a characteristic scale A,. even if not as manifestly as 
with the box-counting coverage expression of Eq. ( I )  
These observations have an interesting consequence. 
Returning to Eqs. ( l ) ,  (5). or (9). we see that they can be 
expected only to apply to processes that observe a characteristic 
scale A,. The resulting coverage function NiAl could then depend 
strongly on this characteristic scale, or not. depending on the 
value of the dimension exponent D. More imponantly, however. 
the coverage of sets generated by processes that do not possess 
such a characteristic scale cannot be expected to be described by 
these equations. 
Turning to the more specific question. an area in which there 
have been many attempts to apply power law fractals is ". . . the 
grand chapter of Physics, the study of turbulence in fluids" 
[Mandelbrot, 1977, p. 1451-the dynamics. in other words. of 
high Reynolds number fluid motion. Turbulent-flow-generated 
sets, especially at high Reynolds numbers. are known to exhibit 
a host of similarity properties. Thesc can be expected to hold over 
a large range of  space and time scales that are bracketed by 
A, - 6. i10a) 
the outer flow scale, and 
I..?\ 184 
the inner Kolmogorov [1941a] scale, in which u is the kinematic 
viscosity and E is the mean dissipation rate of the kinetic energy 
per unit mass. At high Reynolds numbers Re. the bounds of this 
(inertial) range are in the ratio 
"mln & K  
This potentially very largc similarity range would seem to 
provide a promising arena for thc Mandelbrot fractal proposals. 
Sets generated by turbulent flow processes that have been ana- 
lyzed in this light include selected velocity component time 
traces, estimates of the local energy dissipation and its fluctua- 
tions, temporal as well as spatial scalar fluctuations and isoscalar 
surfaces. etc. The recent review by Sreenivasan (19911 can be 
consulted for a discussion and references. 
Let us examine this proposal in view of some of the similarity 
properties in the inertial range of scales and the preceding dis- 
cussion 
In his first and second similarity hypotheses. Kolmogorov 
11941al proposed that the only dynamically important quantity at 
a scale A = 2vIk within the range of Eq. (4). with the identifi- 
cations in Eqs. (10). is the mean dissipation rate F .  This proposal 
immediately leads to the celebrated Kolmogorov -/i spectrum 
by dimensional analysis, i.e.. 
E(k) I t l ' z k - i 3  
K (12~) 
where C, is a (dimensionless) constant of proportionality of order 
unity. The right-hand side is the only group that can be formed 
with c and k that has the requisite dimensions. 
Physically, the first and second Kolmogorov hypotheses are 
equivalent to assuming that the dynamics of the turbulent strain- 
ing motions that take an eddy of a scale A ,  to a scale AZ. for 
6 B A ,  > A 2  B A K ,  
depend only on the local scale and therefore only on the ratio 
A,/A,. In particular. they are equivalent to assuming that the 
dynamics do not depend on the ratio of the local scale A to the 
outer scale 6. the inner scale A, or  any orher scale. 
In subsequent refinements by Kolmogorov [1962], Oboukhov 
119621. and others, the kinetic energy dissipation rate E = ~ ( x , r )  
was accommodated as the local, intermittent field that it is. This 
introduced the outer scale 6 as a scale weak/! admissible in the 
dynamics, resulting in small corrections to the - %  spectrum. 
Specifically, with a log-normally distributed r(x,r), the energy 
specttum becomes 
~ ( k )  = cK ~ 2 ' 3  ( k 6 ) - ~ , 4  )(-5r3, (I2h) 
where p is the intennittency exponent. estimated to be in the 
range of 0.2 < p < 0.5 (e.g.. Monin and Yaglom 11975, p. 
6421). Significantly. the difference between Eqs. (12a) and (12b) 
is too small to be discernible experimentally. At least by this 
measure. we may conclude that the Kolmogorov 11941aI hypoth- 
esis of scale independence. that leads to the - s/? spectrum law. 
must very nearly be right. 
This conclusion has consequences. in light of the preceding 
discussion of the need for a characteristic scale to exist. if the 
power law fractal similarity is to describe the coverage. In the 
the fractal dimension exponent D, f i r  cov;rage of 't'hree- 
dimensional sets is to be assigned values in the range of D, = 
2.36 ? 0.05. as was suggested. for example, by Sreenivasan 
11991, p. 556). This is also a value close to D, = X/i that Man- 
delbrot suggests "is reducible to the Kolmogorov theory and the 
empirical spectra.": which he also argues corresponds to a value 
of Dl = % for planar sections [Mandelbrot 1977, p. 521. 
We note here that. implicit in the assignment of both the rc- 
ported experimental estimate of D, = 2.36  ? 0.05 of 
Sreenivasan, as well as the correspondence between the value of 
D, = 8/~ and Dl = % proposed by Mandelbrot as applicable to 
isoscalar surfaces. is the relation 
d , - D d , = d l - D  ,,. (13) 
where d, and d, denote the topological dimension, c.g.. D, = D, 
+ I and D, = D, + 2. as was assened by Sreenivasan and 
Meneveau 11986, Sec. 2.21-recall also Eqs. (8) and (9). Spe- 
cifically. in the case of the experimental values reported, the 
value of D, cited was inferred from measurements of one- 
dimensional (d  = I )  or two-dimensional (d = 2) data, assuming 
Eq. (13). A suggestion to that effect had previously been made by 
Mandelbrot. whom Sreenivasan and Meneveau 119861 cite as a 
reference for this. and who says that "it is 'almost sure' " that 
the intersection of a three-dimensional surface with a plane yields 
a dimension Dl = D, - I [Mandelbrot, 1982. p. 1351, espe- 
cially if the three-dimensional surface of interest is irregular 
(ibid.. p. 136). The latter proviso would of course be satisfied in 
the ease for an isoscalar surface in turbulence. for example (see 
also the discussion in Mandelbrot 11976. p. 124; 1977, p. 521 
cited above). We will return to this point below. 
Accepting Eq. (13) at face value for now, we can argue that 
such values for D, for an isoscalar surface. for example, are too 
far from the topological dimension of a three-dimensional object, 
i.e.. D, = 3. and. despite Mandelbrot's assertion. that the re- 
sulting dependence of the coverage function N,iA) on whatever 
tlr is not clear whether Mandelbrot. ~n his reference here lo "the Kolmogorov 
theory and the emp~rlcal spectra." IS thtnktng of the original (1941a) argu- 
ments leading lo the -'/I spectrum IEq. i I2a). or the revised (1962) proposals 
that lead to Eq. i l2b) l .  
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characteristic scale A, is used i n E q .  (9) is too strong to be 
consistent with turbulent flow inertial range similarity. This con- 
clusion can be reached by considering the properties of an iso- 
scalar surface and its proposed (power law) fractal coverage 
N3(A), assuming that 
Ao " 6 ,  (14) 
as one might in view of the turbulent cascade process from larger 
to smaller scales. If we consider, for example, two gedanken 
experiments in the same type of flow. arranged to generate the 
same inner scales A, but with outer scales 6, and differing by, 
say, a factor of 10. and compare the coverage N,(A) at a fixed 
scale A, say, for A = IOA, d 6, .6 , .  The analysis of such a 
comparison is beyond the purposes of the present brief, informal 
discussion and is not included here 
This argument was recently noted in Miller and Dimotakis 
[19911, who did not find Eq. (1) [or. equivalently. Eq. (9)) 
applicable to measurements of temporal isoscalar intersections at 
a fixed point, or to spatial measurements derived from linear 
images, in the far field of turbulent jets where it had previously 
been reported to apply (e.g., Sreenivasan and Meneveau [1986]). 
In a note added in proof, Sreenivasan [I9911 suggested that the 
discrepancy could be attributable to the fact that Miller and Di- 
motakis analyzed temporal data. As noted above. however. not 
only had such behavior been reported previously for temporal 
data," but in their discussion Miller and Dimotakis included 
measurements and the analysis of temporal. spatial. as well as 
spatio-temporal (streak image) data. with similar results. 
Briefly, to cover a total of N, transitions in a one-dimensional 
record of length L,  we must find 
for A + 0 
N1(A) + {:A for A > 6 .  
The small-scale limiting behavior can be understood by appreci- 
ating that, once the covering element scale A has decreased below 
the shortest separation between threshold transitions in the scalar 
trace, the total number of elements of size A required to cover 
those transitions becomes equal to the total number N, of tran- 
sitions in the record of length L.  
The large-scale limiting behavior can be understood by appre- 
ciating that e v e v  covering element of size A much larger than the 
outer scale 6 will cover transitions and. therefore. the total num- 
ber of elements required to cover those transitions must tend to 
the total number of elements LIA that can fit in the record. In 
other words, we must have F,(A) -1 for A > 6 (cf. Eq. 6) .  It is 
also easy to appreciate that. for typical traces derived from tur- 
bulent flow, the number of elements N,(A) needed to cover the 
corresponding sets would only gradually approach the limiting 
values in Eq. (15). for small and large A. 
In view of the above and Eq. ( 2 ) .  we must have. for one- 
dimensional isoscalar data. that 
0 for A < As 
I for A > 6 .  (16) 
where A, is the Batchelor 119591 scalar diffusion scale (below 
which the isoscalar surface can be regarded as differentiable). and 
that, therefore, the exponent D ,  cannot be treated as a constant. 
While it may be a minor point. it should be noted that if the 
measurements are alias-free with some margin, i.e.. if they have 
been sampled at a frequency comfortably higher than the Nyquist 
0 
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Figure 1: Coverage N,(A) derived from tempgral data of 
jet fluid concentration crossings of the local c, 
measured on the axis of a turbulent jet at xld = 100 
and a Reynolds number of 1.15 x 10'. The scale A here 
is converted to meters. Data from Miller and Dimotakis 
[1991]. 
frequency. and sufficiently noise-free, N(A) should tend to a con- 
stant at the smallest values of A resolved by the data [for the 
reasons stated in reference to Eq. (IS)] whether or not the small- 
est scale of the physical process has been resolved. It should also 
tend to the corresponding limit at large A if the record length L 
spans a sufficient number of outer flow scales. Accordingly. we 
can always expect the limits in Eq. (16) to he attained by the 
analysis of proper data. 
Of course. the preceding alone does not preclude, a priori, the 
existence of a D,(A) that osculates a constant value over a range 
of scales A, 
AB < AmIn < A < Amax < 6 ,  
in the case of isoscalar surfaces. That is rendered unlikely by the 
additional requirement for a characteristic scale A, appropriate to 
that range, as noted above. 
Rewriting Eq. (2). we conclude that, in general, we must allow 
the exponent D to he a function of A ,  i.e.. 
as suggested in Miller and Dimotakis. In the analysis of their 
turbulent jet fluid scalar data, they find a D,(A) smoothly rising 
from 0 to I ,  over a range of jet Reynolds numbers, 3.0 x 103 s 
Re S 2.4 x lo4. with no indication of any preferred intermediate 
value. They also report that the observed D,(A) is very close to 
one derived from a simple model process in which scalar thresh- 
old transitions are log-normally spaced. 
Figure I depicts N,(A), as required to cover transitions of the 
scalar jet fluid concentration trace c(r). of a threshold set at the 
local mean ?,* on the axis of a turbulent jet in water, at xld = 
100. and a Reynolds number of 1.15 x lo4. In this plot, the 
covering element scale A was converted to an equivalent spatial 
extent, measured in meters. to facilitate comparison with other 
temporal data, at both higher and lower Reynolds numbers (cf. 
Miller and Dimotakis 11991. Fie. 41). The outer scale (local iet 
.. 
diameter) is estimated to be 6 = 0.1 I m, i.e., loglo(6/m) = 
*Nore reference lo the use of Tiglor'r frozen flow hypothes,~ in Sreenivaran. 
Ramshankar nnd Meneveau. 11989. Table I ] .  Note (dl. where the 'The Imponant tirue of rhe choice of the lhre>hold was addressed m Miller and 
Sreenivasan and Meneveau 119861 jet data are cmd. Dlmotakii 119911. l h e  reader is referred lo that d~rcurr~on for funher delailr. 
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Figure 2: Logarithmic derivative D, (h /m) .  Eq. (17). of 
the coverage N,(h) plotted in Figure 1 
- 1.0. As can be seen, the computed coverage observes the 
required limits noted in Eq. (15). 
Figure 2 plots the logarithmic derivativeD,(h). computed from 
the N,(A) coverage plotted in Figure 1. Note that the measured 
Dl(A) + 0,  at the smallest scales, and D,(A) + I for A - 6 .  or 
larger, as required. The dashed line in Figure 2 marks the level 
D,  = 0.36. The latter was the value reported to have been de- 
rived from direct measurements of one-dimensional temporal 
data by Sreenivasan and Meneveau [ 19861. It would also be the 
value derived from the previously cited estimate of D3 = 2.36 if 
the assertion that D, = D l  + 2 is accepted [Eq. (13)]. However. 
while the assertion of Eq. (13) may be true in special cases, it 
must in general be false, as will be argued below. 
Consider an isotropic random surface in three dimensions, 
which we accept as possessing a fractal dimension D,. and its 
intersection with a plane. yielding a two-dimensional curve, 
which we will also accept as possessing a fractal dimension DZ.  
Using the two-dimensional curve. we generate (extrude) a cylin- 
drical surface by translating the two-dimensional curve along a 
direction pemendicular to its plane. As Feder 11988. Fie. 13.1 
and relateb discussion] notes. ihc dimension ofthe resulsng cy- 
lindrical surface. which has vcrv different mace-filling Drooer- 
- .  . 
ties, is given by D 2  + I .  Equivalently. we can expect the 
required coverage fraction F,(A). cf. Eqs. 6 .  8, and 9. to be 
different for the original three-dimensional isotropic surface. vs. 
the generated cylindrical surface 
This suggests that for a random surface in three-dimensions. of 
dimension D,, and a planar sectlon of the same surfacc of di- 
mension D2.  we can expect, in general. 
D, f D2 + I (18) 
(analogously, for curves that are originally planar of dimension 
DZ versus linear cuts yielding intersections of dimension D, ) .  
Is the implication that there can be no (power law) fractals'! 
Not at all. 
To return to the earlier point on similarity and dimensional 
analysis, the inference that should be drawn is that a (power law) 
fractal coverage relation requires a characteristic scale. Without, 
that, and as opposed to the original proposals, we cannot write 
Eq. ( I )  dimensionally correctly. Conversely. processes that do 
possess relevant characteristic scales could exhibit (power law) 
fractal behavior. 
What is then the relevant 'characteristic scale for the triadic 
Cantor set (e.g., Mandelbrot 11977, p. 981). often described as 
Nonlinear Science Today 
self-similar, for example? 
It is easy to appreciate that, for the triadic Cantor set. the 
characteristic scale is the original length L that is successively 
subdivided into thirds. i.e., A, = L in Eq. 9. The resulting set is 
obviously nor self-similar at all scalings: it is not, the same if we 
cut the original length L in half. for example. It is also not 
self-similar homogeneously; successive subdivisions d o  not en- 
dow the middle third of the original L with any Cantor "dust." 
Only the first and last third subsegments of any (sublsegment of 
the Cantor set are similar. This represents a rather restricted 
similarity scaling, which is pegged to the original length L and a 
coverage phased with respect to the original segment. The oscil- 
lations in the calculations of Smith et al. [1986]. as well as in the 
spectmm of the triadic Cantor set.? can be understood in this 
light. 
Accepting that the geometry of coastlines may be describable 
by a power law fractal relation. for example (cf. Feder [1988, 
Fig. 2.71). one can think of several candidate characteristic scales 
that could be relevant. Potentially. these range from buoyant 
scales of the motion within the earth's mantle, responsible for 
tectonic motion on continental dimensions. to ocean wave scales 
at intermediate topography scales. to rock grain boundary and 
fracture scales. and below. as appropriate for microscopic and 
submicrosco~ic stochastic eeometrv scales. One could imaeine 
- 
the application of Eq. (9). corresponding to each of these separate 
characteristic scales. with. ootentiallv. a different valuc of the 
exponent D for each one. 
In the context of fluid mechanics and turbulence. this is also 
not to say that (power law) fractal relations and constant fractal 
dimension exponents are ruled out. The arguments here attempt 
to address issues arising in fully developcd. turbulent flow in the 
intermediate. inertial range of scales. where power law fractals 
have been proposcd to apply. Converscly. however. isoscalar 
surfaces that. for example, demark the boundaries of a turbulent 
region and even may serve as the definition of the outer scale 6 
are susceptible to dynamics that are obviously not independent of 
a characteristic scale. namely, the outer scale 6. Such interfaces 
would then appear to possess the necessary condition for a power 
law fractal description to be applicable and may indeed bc found 
to display such behavior. It would then. howcvcr. be surprising 
if the resulting fractal dimension exponents were found to bc 
universal. i.e.. independent of the details of thc flow geometry. 
Reynolds number, Schmidt number. etc. 
More generally, however. one might accept the need to ana- 
lyze stochastic geometric data. using the tools of fractal analysis. 
without requiring that they conform to power law similarity re- 
lations. Non-power-law stochastic geometry similarity could be 
useful for analogous purposes, as was sugeested by Miller and 
Dimotakis. who instead found loe-normal similarity a~plicable in 
their analysis of turbulent jet flujd scalar fluctuatibn'records. 
Indeed. the log-normal distribution was originally proposed by 
Kolmogorov (1941b) to describe the self-similar fragmentation 
process resulting from successive rock crushings. 
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